
2a – First cairn – blue route
The hike up to the first cairn is approx. 1.6 km and starts from the 
old quarry at Høgegga. The path winds up through the northern part 
of the quarry along a well-trodden path that is partially marked. The 
initial steep section is followed by gently rolling landscape. 

2b – Second cairn - blue route
After reaching the first cairn, continue approx. 1.2 km eastwards to 
the second cairn on a hill above the Baiski lakes. This well-trodden 
path leads through gently rolling landscape. You will be rewarded 
with excellent views of Storslett, the Reisafjord and parts of the 
Reisa valley.
   

Elveparken
 
In the heart of Storslett National Park Village, you will find 
Elveparken (the riverside park) – an outdoor recreation area 
offering nature-based experiences to suit everyone.

1a – Tenketanken – green route
From the Halti building, it’s a short walk up to the viewpoint 
Tenketanken. Follow the path up to Gammelbrua (the old bridge) 
and then the cycle/walkway (approx. 200 m) to the start of the 
marked path on the opposite side of the road. From there, it’s 
approx. 250 m up to Tenketanken – a rest area with wonderful  
views.

1b - Alternative route to Tenketanken – blue route  
The path starts behind the businesses Bærkokeriet and the veterinary 
clinic on the left-hand side of the E6 highway (southbound).
 
1c – Elveparken – green route
The circuit follows the Reisa River on both sides and crosses both 
Gammelbrua (the old bridge) and the bridge on the E6 highway. There 
are several rest areas along the path, as well as a sauna and fireplace 
near Gammelbrua.

 

 

 

Tenketanken 

Sauna and Fireplace 

Halti National Park Center 

Lundefjellet

Walk up the nearby mountain Lundefjellet and enjoy wonderful 
views of Storslett, the Reisafjord, Reisa river and Reisa Valley.

Welcome to  
Storslett National Park Village

Storslett National Park Village is the gateway to the Reisa 
National Park and a hub for nature-based experiences in 
Nordreisa municipality. You will find universally designed 
outdoor recreation areas here as well as more challenging 
hikes up to nearby viewpoints.

In Storslett, you will find all the information and equipment 
you need to explore the Arctic nature in Nordreisa. Feel 
free to visit the Halti National Park Centre for good advice. 

We wish to protect the unique biodiversity in Nordreisa 
and manage the natural resources in a way that also 
enables future generations to benefit from them. As a 
guest, you can help us to achieve this by being considerate 
when exploring the nature and removing all your rubbish!

Above all, we hope you enjoy your visit. Welcome as a 
guest – now and in the future!
 
www.reisanasjonalpark.no
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Flylysvarden 

Truisku 
 

Goppa visitors’ point 

Sikkájávri 

There is a 1.3 km universally designed 
circuit at Kvænnes, which enables 
everyone to enjoy the outdoor recreation 
area. There is a large network of paths, 
fireplaces toilet facilities and rustic 
shelters.

As Kvænnes covers parts of the 
nature reserve and Ramsar site, please treat Kvænnes as a nature 
reserve and respect the bird and plant life. Please stay on the paths, 
remove any rubbish, keep your dog on a leash and show care as 
several vulnerable species nest on the beach and heathlands. Avoid 
standing on the vegetation in the beach zone.

Kvænnes
Follow the E6 approx. 1.5 km north 
of Storslett. The turnoff to Kvænnes 
is on the left-hand side and is 
signposted. There is a car park near 
the start of the path. In the summer, 
it’s possible to drive approx. 1 km further.

4a - Kvænnes outdoor recreation area – green route
At Kvænnes, you can walk on a large network of paths, grill lunch 
at one of the fireplaces, swim on a warm summer’s day or take your 
children to the small climbing park.

Goppa 
A stroll in the forest, a walk up to 
the rustic cabin at Truisku or a 
mountain hike up to the Flyly cairn 
– Goppa outdoor recreation area 
offers nature-based experiences  
to suit everyone. 

3a – Gamlehjemskogen - green route
Follow the gravel path from the car park at Kronebutikken through 
Gamlehjemskogen – a lush wooded area with picnic tables and 
benches. Continue over the ski trail and 100 m up the hillside to the 
rest area at Risen og Gygra.

Map and information
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3b – Truisku - blue route
From Risen og Gygra, the well-marked path continues approx. 1.7 km 
up to Truisku. At the top, near the Truisku waterfall, you will find a 
rustic cabin at “Torbjørn’s place”. Stop for a rest, sign the guest book 
and enjoy the views of the Reisafjord.

3c – Flyly cairn – blue route
You can continue approx. 2-7 km on the well-trodden path up to the 
Flyly cairn. The path is steep and winds up the mountainside under 
the Truisku waterfall. Above the waterfall, the terrain flattens out. Turn 
left here up to the cairn at the summit of Flyly. You will be rewarded 
with wonderful views of the Reisafjord, Storslett and Sørkjosen.

3d – Sikka – blue route 
Start from Sørkjos school. Sikka is a good fishing lake with a nice 
rustic shelter and beautiful views.

Flyly cairn The beach at Kvænnes
The rest area at Kvænnes
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